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Observation-247/88-200-02, 480-Volt Bus; Short-Circuit Calculation
Section 2.1.2
The team reviewed the following documents that support the 480-volt system
design:
(1)

Drawing S40F921

-

Indian Point Unit No. 2 Main One Line Diagram

(2) 'INT-385, J.O. No. 9321-01, Short Circuit Study for 480 Volt Buses
(3)

Load Center
1968

Short Circuit Study,

J.O.

No.

9321-01,

dated April

17,

The team noted that these above short-circuit studies, which were performed
by the architect-engineer for the licensee, did not adequately establish
the worst-case fault conditions that may exist at the 480-volt switchgear.
For example, the published load center switchgear interrupting ratings for
the installed Westinghouse DB-50 circuit breakers are 50,000 amperes
symmetrical- and 60,000 amperes' asymmetrical,
respectively.
The 'INT-385
study performed by Westinghouse calculated that 41,,340 amperes symmetrical
and 45,950 amperes asymme trical faults were available at the 480-volt load
center bus.
However,
this calculation neglected the 6,900-volt motor
conitribution and included. the contribution from only 1,300 horsepower of
the 480-volt motors. The team estimated that the 480-volt motor load could
be as high as 2,600 horsepower based on the capability of the station
service transformer that powers the bus.
Likewise, 'a United Engineers and Constructors' Load Center Short-Circuit
Study,
J.O. No.
9321-01,
dated April. 17,
1968 for the load centers
calculated 46,124 amperes symmetrical and 57,800 amperes asymmet 'rical fault
currents available at the bus.
This calculation included a '500-MVA
(million volt-ampere) fault contribution from the 6,900 volt system, but it
only included the fault contribution from 2,000 KVA (kilovolt-amperes) , or
approximately 2,000 horsepower,
of 480-volt motors.
The team estimated
that on the inclusion of an additional 600 horsepower of 480-volt motor
contribution, a total of approximately 61,650 amperes asymmetrical fault
current is available at the bus. This value exceeds the rated asymmetrical
interrupting capability of the DB-50 circuit breaker.
The contribution of fault current from the 480-volt motors was calculated
by using an assumed value of average motor reactance that resulted in a
fault contribution of four times the motor full load current rating.
However, when consideration is given to the number of relatively large
motors which may be operating on the 480-volt system, this assumption may
be non-conservative.
The team understood that these were the only short
circuit calculations that were prepared for the 480-volt load center
switchgear, which suggested that the adequacy of the assumed data was not
verified.

The team also found that the short circuit studies did not address possible
fault currents due to a line-to-ground fault. Generally, the "ground fault"
current is less than the "three phase fault" current which was considered.
However, *since the 480-volt system at Indian Point Unit 2 is
solidly
grounded, that at some locations a line-to-ground fault may generate greater
fault current than a three-phase fault.
The calculations
also did not consider any additional short circuit
contribution to the fault during periods of higher than nominal bus
voltage.
These conditions could arise due to variations of the grid or
when the automatic transformer tap changer is at a position which results
in higher bus voltage.
Finally,
the above calculations did not consider the effects of the
operation of the diesel generators on the system. The team estimated that
during load testing of the diesel generator performed periodically, the
fault current available at the load center bus could exceed both the
symmetrical and the asymmetrical interrupting ratings of the DB-50 circuit
breaker by as much as 12.5 percent.
The team was concerned that should a DB-50 circuit breaker fail in
attempting to interrupt a feeder fault (due to the potential inadequacy of
the cirguit breaker -to interrupt the
available
fault current),
a
catastrophic failure of the emergency bus load center' switchgear could
occur.
This failure 'could potentially damage or, degrade 'the
redundant
emergency bus switchgear or other vital equipment that are located in'close
proximity (observation 247/88-200-02).

Response to Observation 247/88-200-02
Section 2.1.2
The NRC observation questions the design basis regarding the short circuit
interrupting capability of the 480 volt switchgear buses, specifically the
following points:
1.

That it does not adequately address the worst case
that may exist on the 480 volt switchgear.

2.

The 6.9KV motor contribution to the short circuit was not included in
the calculation.

3.

The 480 volt motor contribution should be based on the capability of
the station service transformer that powers the 480 volt bus, not 1300
KVA as shown in original design calculations.

4.

The 480 volt motor short circuit contribution based on an average
reactance of 0.25 pu on rated motor base may be non-conservative.

5.

Line-to-ground fault may be greater than a 3-phase fault, and was not
considered in the original calculations.

6."

Maximum grid
calculation.

7.

When a diesel generator is tested periodically on the 480 volt system,
the DB-50 circuit breaker rating may be exceeded due to the combined
contribution of the System and diesel generator.

voltage

'was

not

factored

into

fault conditions

t he 'short

circuit

The following addresses each NRC concern item-by-item:
1.

The 480 volt .short circuit calculation was independently reperformed
using ANSI standards and guidelines ,with worst case NRC parameters.
The. resulting calculation established that even under worst case
parameters, the Westinghouse DB-50 circuit breakers provide adequate
circuit protection under various operating conditions.

2.

The 6.9KV motor contribution was included in the short circuit study
described in 1, above.
The short circuit contribution was set equal
to the maximum connected rated horsepower on the 6.9KV system.
Normally not all 6.9KV motors are. running at the same time on all
6.9KV buses; therefore, this assumption is considered to be extremely
conservative.

3.

The '480 volt motor contribution was included in the short circuit
study described in 1, above. This short circuit contribution was set
. equal to 2600 KVA capability of the station service transformer, as
requested by the NRC.
Since most of the 480 volt safety motors are
normally not running, this assumption is considered to be extremely
conservative.

4.

The assumed average value of motor reactance used in the original
design calculations was 0.25 PU on the motor rating.
This value
compares favorably with the 0.277 pu recommended by ANSI std. C37.13.
However,
to
verify
conservatism
of
this
assumption,
actual
subtransient reactance values based on motor locked motor currents were
reviewed.
This review indicated that the 480 volt motors had
subtransient reactances of 0.1667 pu or greater.
When the 0.1667 pu
is modelled in accordance with ANSI std C37.010, the reactance on a
symmetrical basis equals
0.25 or greater pu;
this ANSI model
representation was used in the short circuit study shown in response
to item 1.
Additionally, motor feeder cable impedance was neglected
in the study.
Combined with the conservatism set forth in ANSI
C37.010, we consider these methods to be very conservative.,

5.

Line-to-ground fault currents are equal to or less than the three
phase fault currents on the 480 volt system.
This is because the
6.9KV/480 volt station service transformer is connected delta-wye; in
such a connection, the zero sequence impedance of the transformer is
equal to its positive and negative sequence impedances.
The 480 volt
emergency diesel generator does not contribute to. the line-to-ground
fault, since it is operated ungrounded.
Thus, the worst case fault
is the three phase case.

6.'

Effects of maximum grid voltage on short circuit was calculated, for
the lightly loaded case, i.e. 10% load. It was determined that there
was ample margin between short circuit available and the short circuit
rating of the DB-50 circuit breakers.
Maximum grid voltage was
obtained from the study prepared by the Electric Planning Department.
For the high load case, regulation would mitigate the effects of the
voltage on the 480 volt system.
When the diesel is connected to the
480 volt system, the automatic voltage regulator will maintain the 480
volt bus voltage as rated.

7.

A short circuit calculation was performed paralleling the diesel
generator to the 480 volt system with the anticipated motors connected
during this condition.
Though higher short circuits can result, the
short circuit is still within the circuit breaker rating as defined by
ANSI standard C37.13.
with all the built-in conservatism contemplated in the short circuit
calculation of item A.1, we conclude that the 480 volt switchgear at
IP-2 is adequately sized for the design short circuit.
In addition,
should a DB-50 circuit breaker for some reason fail to clear the
fault, they are backed up by the DB-75 circuit breakers at the station
service transformers and the emergency diesel generator.
These
breakers are rated 65000 Amperes symmetrical and 75000 Amperes
asymmetrical, well above any conceivable short circuit maximum. As 'a
result, a catastrophic failure of the emergency bus load center
switchgear is not credible.

Observation 247/88-200-03, Settings of Electrical Protective Devices
Section 2.1.3
The team requested that the licensee provide documentation (written
criteria, calculations, analyses, procedures) to demonstrate that Class 1E
electrical
system protection was adequate.
The
following examples
illustrate licensee weaknesses in this area (observation 247/88-200-03).
2.1.3.1

Motor Overload Heaters

Modification ESG-80-2-44 replaced the 50-horsepower motor of the instrument
air compressor with a motor rated at 75 horsepower (equivalent to 86.5
amperes full load current) .
The team's review of the motor protection
showed that the overload heaters selected, type FH85, were the wrong size.
According to the manufacturer's published selection criteria, type F85 is
suitable for motors with a full load rating between 62 and 67 amperes. The
team also noted that the overload selection was not within the licensee's
criterion of 125 to 140 percent of full load amperes.
Therefore, the
overload,. heaters selected were undersized and could cause the motors to
trip Vhile -running at less than rated full load amperes..
No calculation
existed, to support
the
selection 'of the
installed ' motor overload
protection.
2.1.3.2

480 Volt Coordination

The team reviewed, 480 volt switchgear coordination.
This study was not
documented in accordance with the requirements of ANSI N45.2.11 and the
licensee's calculation procedure OP-290-l.
The coordination study appeared to have neglected the following items:
1.

Analyses of the 'diesel generator
protective devices were missing.

2.

Low-voltage motor control center (MCC)
switchgear supply breaker and
MCC motor, penetration, and panel feeder breaker analyses were
missing.

3.

Composite breaker coordination curves were missing
equipment thermal capability characteristic, such
thermal damage curves.

feeder

breaker

and

the

system

the electrical
as transformer

The team was concerned that a comprehensive coordination analysi's had not
been performed and that without it, additional loads could be added to the
system and not be selectively coordinated, as required, to eliminate faults
or overload curves.
The team was concerned that a comprehensive coordination analysis had not
been performed and that without it, additional loads could be added to the
system and not be selectively coordinated, as required, to eliminate faults
or overload conditions.

2.1.3.3

Ground Fault Protection

The licensee stated that ground fault protection was not part of their low
voltage protection philosophy.
A review of the licensee's maintenance and
engineering setpoint sheets indicated that ground fault protection was not
applicable.
However,
a field walkdown by the team found the following
low-voltage switchgear circuit breakers apparently set for ground fault
detection:
Circuit Breaker

Equipment

52/SW4
52/SW2A
52/SW6
52/SW5A
52/MCC4
52/EGP

24
125
26
25
24
22

Service Water Pump
Service Water Pump
Service Water Pump
Service Water Pump
MCC 480V Feeder
Diesel Generator

Electrical drawings did not provide positive indication that the ground
fault circuit of the various amptectors were disconnected.
The licensee
could not confirm whether or not the protective devices were set to detect
grounds and trip the circuit breakers.

Response to Observation 247/88-200-03
Section 2.1.3.1
During the inspection, review of an isolated project file did indicate the
choice of a heater.
A post inspection evaluation determined that the
correct heater should have been type FH88.
Field inspection however,
indicated the correct heater was installed. The project file was promptly
corrected.
Section 2.1.3.2
The NRC concerns can be summarized as follows:
1.

The coordination study was not documented in accordance
N4.5.2.11 and the licensee's calculation procedure OP-290-l.

2.

Diesel Generator
missing.

3.

Low voltage motor control center switchgear supply breaker and MCC
motor, penetrations, and panel feeder breaker analyses were missing.

4.'

'Composite breaker coordination curves were mis sing
equipment thermal capability 'characteristics.
such
thermal damage curves.

feeder

breaker

and

system protective

with

ANSI

devices

were

the electrical
as transformer

Thiese concerns are responded to as follows:
B.1

Contrary to the NRC concern, the 1984 coordination study was signed
and independently verified in accordance with OP-290-l.
While the
calculation did not follow a "cookbook"
format,
OP-290-1 is
Con
Edison's accepted established method of Implementing the quality
assurance requirements of ANSI N45.2,.11,
and thus the calculation
meets the intent of. ANSI N45.2.11.

B.2

Diesel Generator feeder circuit breakers and system protective devices
of the 480 volt switchgear through and inclusive of the largest 480
volt MCC protective devices were documented in the study prepared in
1984, and therefore comply with ANSI 45.2.11 and OP-290-l.

B.3

Low voltage motor control center switchgear supply protective devices
required to coordinate with the upstream 480 volt switchgear supply
circuit breaker were considered in the 1984 study.
Those MCC
protective devices that protect motors and Are not required to be
evaluated for coordination were not included in the study; however,
these devices are set normally in
accordance with the National
Electrical Code (NEC)
requirements.
Penetration and panel feeder
circuit breaker analyses are also normally set in accordance with the
NEC requirements.
In addition, Electrical Engineering is scheduled to
make a comprehensive study of these systems in the near future to
assure the proper protection and coordination of these low voltage
systems.

BA4

A reverification of the IP-2 480 volt and 6.9KV systems coordination
was recently
completed.
It established that these systems are
selectively coordinated.
In addition, ANSI damage points were
established
for
the
system
transformers,
and
thermal
damage
evaluations were performed on cables and other equipment.
This
evaluation indicates that the cables and transformers are adequately
protected by the protective devices for system short circuit and
inrush conditions.
In addition, design criteria on selection of
protective devices was recently prepared to provide guidance Ito
Engineers who prepare and check Plant Modifications.
This criteria
has been included in OP-290-l.

2.1.3.3

Ground Fault Protection

The basis for the conclusion stated in this section of the report is
unknown.
There is no ground fault protection indication on Electrical
drawings and a field walk at the time of the inspection confirmed the
absence of ground fault protection.
Apparently this conclusion was solely
based on the observation of settings on equipment for ground fault
protection.
This is a feature provided with the' equipment purchased.
it
cannot be deleted and must be connected in order to function.
No such
connections have ever been made.

Observation 247/88-200-04, Service Water System Heat Tracing

Section 2.1.4
This modification installed heat trace cables,
associated feeders, and
monitoring equipment for the service water separators and associated
piping.
The heat trace provides freeze protection for the service water
system.
Calculations to determine the required heating capacity were not
attached to the modification package nor filed at the engineering office or
site.
Based on observations by the team, the heat tracing in the service water
area was not adequate.
A kerosene heater was apparently used to maintain
service water system components above the freezing point, and the heat
trace insulation was poorly maintained.
Further evidence of a poorly
designed heat trace system was documented in work order NP-88-36697.
On
January 8, 1988, an attempt was made to start service water pump 25.
The
only response was a humming noise, which indicated the rotor was locked
frozen.
action to correct this problem was to thaw the pump and adjust
the litcking.
.The

The team was concerned that an inadequate heat tracing design could lead to
a
common
mode
failure
of
the
service
water
system
(Observation
24//88-200-04).
Section 3.1.2
During plant inspections on February 2,
1988,
the inspectors found a
portable kerosene heater directed at the No. 22 service water pump seal
area. Although the heater ''was not in operation, the team was informed that
it, was in place to cope with potential freezing of the service water pump
bearing cooling water supply.
Licensee 'personnel removed the heater from
the service water enclosure after discussions with the team.
This unattended heater may violate the fire protection plan. Additionally,
the use of this heater was not addressed by a safety analysis required for
plant modifications by 10 CFR 50.59, nor was its use covered by procedure-.
The team also questioned the effectiveness of the bearing lubricating water
supply line heat tracing since the need for equipment such as this
equipment was experienced by station personnel (observation 247/88-200-04).
Section 3.1.3

Service Water Strainer Pit and the Service Water Valve Pit

Electrical heat trace wires were exposed.

Response to Observation 247/88-200-04

Section 2.1.4
The modification cited in section 2.1.4 is ESG-79-2-1l, which provides for
heat tracing on the Service Water Pump Separator and its associated piping
for the pump bearing lubricating water.
The separator piping consists of
2", 1 1/2" and 1" diameter pipes and associated gate and check valves, 3/4"
and 1/2" stainless steel piping and 3/4" flexible metal hose with portions
of piping located below grade Elevation 15'-0". The Laval separator itself
is located above grade.
The observation notes that formal calculations
were not attached to the modification nor filed at the engineering office
on-site.
The heat tracing provided for the above separators and piping was specified
on electrical drawing A219366-2,
"Heat Trace - Service Water Pumps and
Separator Piping".
Heat tracing for water filled pipes is selected within
the
Deaign
Department
under
the
supervision
of, Engineering.
The
perfotmance- criteria are established by Engineering and the heat tracing,
design is
established by consulting the manufacturer's product design
guide.
In the specific case cited, the criteria was based on an ambient
temperature of -10OF and a pipe maintenance temperature of 50'F. The heat
tracing/insulation specified was heat trace cable Chemelex Type 4ATU-M with
1" fiber glass insulation.
We believe the practice discussed above to be typical of that employed by
engineering companies in establishing heat tracing for typical water filled
equipment located in an outside environment.
The observation states that the heat tracing in the service water area was
not adequate.. This conclusion appears to be based on an observation of the
presence of a kerosene heater in the service water pump area plus a work
order indicating a frozen service water pump.
The report incorrectly infers that the kerosene heater was necessary to
supplement existing heat tracing. This was not the case. In early January
the plant was emerging from an extended refueling outage during which time
maintenance was performed on the Service Water System, which required
dismantling of the electric heat tracing rendering it inoperable.
Under
these circumstances one pump did freeze.
Once frozen, electric heat
tracing is ineffective as a means of providing heat; its heat rate is too
low. An external heater of larger capacity is required for thawing and it
was for this purpose that the kerosene heater was used.
We do not believe that the report adequately supports the conclusions of
inadequate heat tracing nor susceptibility to common mode failure.
These
conclusions appear to be predicated solely upon the presence-of the kerosene
heater and an incorrect interpretation of its use.

Section 3.1.2
This section again refers to the presence of the kerosene heater in the
service water pump area. It should be noted that a kerosene heater of the
type used is acceptable under the IP-2 Fire Protection Program Plan.
Secondly, the use of kerosene heater is an appropriate a method of repair
to restore a frozen pump and is not a modification. Nevertheless, its use
was by a group other than Maintenance which resulted in the repair
procedure not being utilized and concommitantly led to the omission of a
safety review.
The adequacy of the heat tracing for the bearing lubricating water supply
line was re-evaluated due to the inspection team's observation.
The heat
tracing design for this section of the line is different with reliance upon
water flow regardless of whether the pump is
in operation.
The heat
tracing in this area will be enhanced to meet the general criteria of
-100 F.
Section 3.1.3
The physical conditions in the areas cited are in need of refurbishment.
The heat tracing in this area is being reworked and will be operable prior
to its need this calendar year.

Observation 88-200-05, Contact-to-Contact Isolation in Diesel Generator
Starting Circuits

Section 2.1.6.1
(1)

The inspection team reviewed the following drawings
the diesel generator starting circuits:
A225100-0 Indian Point A225101-0 Indian Point 9321-LL-3117 Sheet 22 9321-LL-3117 Sheet 22A -

associated with

Unit 2 Logic Diagram - Emergency DG Starting
Unit 2 Logic Diagram - Safeguards Sequence
Indian Point
2 480V 5A/6A U/V relays
Indian Point
2 480V 6A U/v relays
-Unit

-Unit

These logic circuits and elementary diagrams depict the starting
circuits for diesel generators 21, 22, and 23.
The undervoltage and
safety injection signal were developed such that single relay has one
contact in the starting circuit of diesel 21, another contact in the
starting circuit of diesel 22, and a third contact in the starting
circuit of diesel 23. 'This arrangement brings the starting circuits
-ff the three redundant' diesels into close proximity.
Isolation
*between
'the
redundant
circuits
is
achieved
only
through
* contact-to-contact isolation.
In such an arrangement, a single
failure within one system may jeopardize the capability of the
redundant system to perform its intended safety function, should the
effects of the fault propagate through the contacts. The licensee had
not analyzed this condition to verify that possible failures in one
circuit would not propagate and compromise the safety function of the
redundant circuit (Observation 247/88-200-05).

Response to Observation 247/88-200-05

Section 2.1.6.1
The observation concluded that contact- to-contact isolation of redundant
circuits is insufficient to maintain independence between redundant
circuits.
The observation further states that this design was not evaluated
to verify that single failures would not propagate to the redundant
circuit.
Contrary to the observation, this method of achieving separation had been
previously evaluated
for its effectiveness prior to
the NRC team
inspection.
The subject had been the issue of earlier Con Edison reviews
and was discussed during the internal Con Edison sponsored SSFI audit of
the Service Water System conducted in July 1987.
The rationale for concluding that no. single failure of the contact would
jeopardize the redundant train is as follows:
1.

Diesel generator auto-start circuitry
a)
*

2.

Each diesel generator
auto-start circuit.

has

a

primary, auto-start

and

a

backup

b)

Each primary auto-start circuit has 2 out of 3 logic for
undervoltage on either Bus 5A or 6A. For example, if there is an
undervoltage in Bus 5A, three. BFD relays (27-51/x3,
27-52/x3,
27-53/x3). will be energized. Any two of these three BFD relays
will provide auto-start signal to all of the three diesel
generators.
To provide this auto-start signal, contacts from
each of the above -relays are connected in
a 2 out of 3
configuration to each of the auto-start circuits of all
1 three
diesel generators. 'Similarly
an undervoitage in Bus 6A. will
energize three BFD relays (27-61/x3,
27-62/x2, 27-63/x3).
Any
two of' the three BF.D relays in turn, will, independently provide
an auto-start signals'to each of the three diesel generators.

c)

The backup auto-start circuit has a similar 2 our 3 logic in the
auto-start circuit of all three diesel generators.
A separate
set of contacts from the above BFD relays are used for this
purpose.

With the above arrangement,
failure' of one single relay will not
prevent auto-starting of any of the three diesel generators.
Also
failure of any one contact in the primary auto-start circuit will not
prevent the auto-starting of any of the three diesel generators.
Similarly, .failur 'e of any one contact in
the. back-up auto-start
circuit will not prevent auto-starting.

3.

The physical arrangement of the relays are such that all Bus 5A-27
relays are located in Safeguards Relay cabinet Gl and all Bus 6A-27
relays are located in Safeguard Relay Cabinet G2.
These cabinets are
locked and are separated from each other in the Central Control Room.
This ensures that even a complete failure of either Safeguard Relay
Cabinet Gl or G2 will not prevent the auto-start of any or all three
diesel generators in case of a true undervoltage condition.

4.

within
each Safeguard
Relay Cabinet,
the
relays
are mounted
horizontally.
Relay terminals
are
horizontally separated with
insulated barriers and the wire connection to the terminals are by
fire retardant wiring with insulated wire lugs.
In addition,
the
terminals
are arranged
in
a 'tier-like
manner.
Due
to this
configuration and wiring arrangement,
it would be improbable for a
short to occur between different relay contacts.
Any open or short
circuit of any particular relay coil will affect that relay only, and
therefore would not prevent the auto-start of any or all three diesel
generators. Similarly a ground fault on any particular relay contact
would not affect the diesel generator start circuits for the following
reasons:
a)

.

The DC system for the start circuit is designed as an ungrounded
*system with ground detection.

b)

The above. relay contacts are connected to the diesel generator
start relays in a panel located in the Diesel Generator Building.
There are two diesel generator start relays for each diesel
generator.
Each relay is provided with two sets of undervoltage
relay contacts.

c)

Grounding of a single relay contact would not affect the other
diesel generator circuits.

5.

The terminal block 's in the safeguard cabinets are provided with
insulated
barriers
between
terminals.
Any
interaction between
different terminals are improbable.

6.

Cables from the terminal blocks leave the control room through fire
rated barriers.
As indicated earlier,
the devices
(undervoltages
relays) 27-51, 27-52 and 27-53 are located in a different panel from'
the devices 27-61, 27-62, and 27-63.

7.

It has been determined that the contact breakdown voltage for BFD
relays is above 2500V.
This is more than adequate to withstand any
voltages
in
these
circuits.
The
maximum
circuit voltage
is
125-140 VDC. Therefore, any maximum credible voltage across a contact
will not disable an adjacent contact.

Observation 88-200-06, Battery Sizing Calculations

Section 2.1.7.1
The team reviewed the battery sizing calculation (no calculation number)
issued January 22, 1988, concentrating on battery 21. The battery must be
sized to provide sufficient energy to supply direct current loads under all
operating conditions without its voltage dropping below a specified minimum
value.
The team noted that the sizing calculation had the following
discrepancies:
1.

The load table used to construct the discharge profile was composed of
current values without supporting references to substantiate the
detailed loads.

2.

The nameplate rating of the inverter was 10 KVA, but the calculation
used an inverter loading on the battery of 7.5 KVA.
No evidence of
administrative or hardware controls (such as load limiting settings)
to limit the loading to 7.5 KVA was found.

3.

Battery currents for the inverter load were computed using 125 volts
as the terminal voltage.
Since the inverters are constant power
=loads,
current requirements on the battery system at the lowest
discharge voltage of 105 volts DC will be higher than the value used
for sizing the battery.

4.

Motor and inverter efficiencies were not considered.

5.

No justification was provided for omitting some loads, such as control
power for the 480-volt AC Class 1E, switchgear,
and field flashing
for the diesel generatorsi

6.

-The calculation used a rating factor of 140 amperes per positive plate
for the one-minute rating.
The correct value of this rating factor,
as shown in the Exide catalog, was 131.7 amperes per positive plate.
The correct rating factor may increase the number of positive plates
required.
The team was concerned regarding the cumulative effect of these
errors, especially with regard to battery 22, which only had a 5
percent net margin (Observation 247/88-200-06).

Response to Observation 247/88-200-06

Section 2.1.7.1
1.

The initial comment refers to a load table said to utilize current
values without supporting references. The table reflects the original
load table provided to Consolidated Edison by the Architect Engineer.
Supporting documentation
does exist which
indicates
that motor
currents are measured values.
Other periodic load measurements
indicate that the values in the load table are significantly higher
than actual measured values. As part of the overall company effort to
reconstitute the design basis, a study of the battery load profile is
in progress and will be completed in 1989.

2.

The second comment notes that the inverter nameplate rating is 10 KVA
whereas the battery calculation utilized a value of 7.5KVA.
The
comment further notes that no controls (administrative or otherwise)
exist to limit the loading to 7.5KVA.

~tompany

procedures,
both' at
the
site
and
within
Electrical
Engineering, preclude the addition of electrical loads except by the
plant modification process.
All plant modifications originate within
=Electrical
Engineering where
control. over inverter loading
is
exercised. Electrical Engineering maintains records of all new loads.
Periodically, Electrical Engineering reviews actual load measurements
to assure that the modification process is being followed.
Current
measurements recorded in plant logs indicate loads for each of the
inverters to be 40-55 amnps.
3.

The. third comment refers to an inverter calculation utilizing 125
Volts as the terminal, voltage rather than the minimum battery
discharge voltage of 105 volts. 'As noted in ,Response No. 2, f ield
measurements of' inverter current reflect actual values of 40-55 amps.
It should be noted, contrary to the observation, that current may not
necessarily increase linearly as battery voltage decreases.
The battery load study in progress cited in 'Response
reflect a battery discharge voltage of 105 volts.

4.

No.

1,

will

The fourth comment asserts that no consideration was given' to motor
and inverter efficiencies. Since measured values were used for motors
in the load tables, actual motor efficiencies were reflected in the
study.
Inverter efficiencies will be considered in the load study
currently in progress.

5.

The fifth comment notes that no justification
loads due to 480 volt switchgear or field
generators.

existed for omitting
flashing for diesel

The original load table did not include the 480 volt switchgear
breaker control load since this is expected to occur only momentarily
at the initial start of the load profile which is not concurrent with
peak load current during the first minute.
The field flashing circuit for the diesel generator is of very short
duration (approximately 3 seconds) and will be considered in the load
study currently in progress.
6.

The sixth comment refers to a rating factor for the battery positive
plate.
The 131.7 ampere value is incorrect.
The correct values are
150 amperes per positive plate for battery #21 and 143.6 amperes per
positive plate for battery #22. Thus the calculation which utilized a
value of 140 amperes per plate was conservative.

In summary, it
is believed that the above responses negate the overall
concern pertaining to the capacity of battery 22.
The observations do
highlight a weakness in maintaining formal and well documented records with
respect to battery sizings.
This is in the process of being corrected' as
part bf our-design basis project.

Observation 247/88-200-07, Check Valve Application

Section 2.2.1

Industry design practice has normally been to treat check valves as active
devices when they need to change positions to perform their safety function
during transients or design-basis accidents.
This accepted industry
practice was first
codified in 1976 by ANS-51.7/N658,
"Single Failure
Criteria for PWR Fluid Systems" and reconfirmed in 1981 by ANSI/ANS 58.9,
"Single Failure Criteria for LWR Fluid Systems."
Similarly, ASME Section
XI Subsection IWV, Inservice testing of Valves in Nuclear Power Plants,
Article IWV-2000,
defines active valves as those which are required to
change position to accomplish a specific function. The team identified two
instances where design features rely upon a single check valve to function
properly.
One appeared to be a weakness in the original plant design,
while the other should have been identified during a recent plant
modification.
2.2.1l.1

Interface Between Seismic and NonSeismic Systems

In 1986, the licensee installed a direct inter-tie between the Unit 1
station air and Unit 2 instrument air purification skids.
Part of this
modification included the removal of pressure control valve PCV-1142, which
had been normally closed, separating the Unit 2 instrument air system from
the Unit 1 station air system.
PCV-1142 had been designed to open
automatically upon loss of instrument air; the valve was also designed to
be opened manually. Because the Unit 1 air system quality was upgraded to
be equivalent to the Unit 2 instrument air system, the operation, of the
instrument air and service air Isystems was changed. The station air system
became the normal air supply to plant components while the safety-re'lated
instrument air compressors were kept in standby. . The' intent of *this
modification was to improve the reliability and operational readiness of
the instrument air compressors.
When pressure control valve PCV-1142 was removed, the existing normally
open manual valve 1A-21 and check valve 1A-20 were retained. These valves
provide isolation capability for the instrument air system to protect it
from any backflow into the station air system after a seismic event. Check
valve IA-20 was relocated adjacent to manual valve 1A-21, and the check
valve was provided with a new seismic support to ensure the class boundary
between the two systems.
However, the design does not meet the
single-failure criterion.
Because operation of the two systems has
changed, check valve 1A-20, a normally open valve, must change position to
perform its safety function. Its failure to shut following a seismic event
or loss of offsite power can cause the instrument air system to be
seriously degraded. Loss of instrument air could aggravate an accompanying
transient or accident.
For example, in the service water system, various
safety-related and nonsafety-related temperature and flow control valves
will fail open on loss of air, causing excessive flows to some heat loads
and inadequate flow to others.

The team was concerned that this modification was approved and installed
without
the
licensee
recognizing
and compensating for the
safety
consequences of deleting a normally closed pressure control valve.
The
team noted that the licensee should consider all possible modes of
component failures when making design changes.
2.2.1.2

Auxiliary Component Cooling Water Pumps Bypass Check Valve

The team noted that the auxiliary component cooling water (CCW)
loop was
not protected from the single active failure of a check valve.
In
describing the component cooling loop, updated FSAR Section 9.3.1.1 states
that "active loop components which are relied upon to perform the cooling
function are redundant"
and FSAR Section 9.3.2.4.3 states that "two
motor-driven auxiliary component cooling pumps are started during the
injection phase to protect the recirculation pump motors from containment
atmosphere."
During normal operation, the auxiliary CCW pumps are not
running; heat loads inside containment are cooled by the running CCW pumps
through a bypass line around the auxiliary CCW pumps.
Check valve CC0755
allows flow in the direction of the containment through this bypass line.
Following a safety injection coincident with a loss of offsite power, the
CCW Pumps *are stopped and the auxiliary CCW pumps are started.
The
discharge head of the auxiliary component cooling pumps will close check
valve CC-755.
However, if CC-755 does not seat (single active failure to
move to its
safety position) , then the discharge flow of the auxiliary CCW
pumps will be recirculated to the pumps' suttion. As a consequence, cooling
water flow to the recirculation pump motors will be reduced or not
available.
The environmental qualification of the recirculation pump motors was
reviewed by the licensee during the inspection to assess the safety impact
if cooling water flow is lost. The team was informed that the consequences
of such a failure were not safety significant, since environmental
qualification information indicated that cooling is
only required if
recirculation motor operation continues for longer than 24 hours.
In
addition, should the recirculation motor fail, the safety function can be
provided by the residual heat removal system.
Information used by the licensee to conclude that the environmental
qualification can continue for longer than 24 hours included, in part, the
manufacturer's environmental test report (WCAP-7829, Fan Cooler Motor Unit
TEst, April 1972), an outline drawing of reactor containment fan cooler
motors (the motors which were type-tested and reported per WCAP 7829) and
motor and pump installation drawings for the containment recirculation pump
motors. Although a detailed review of this information was not conducted,
the team had two concerns about the adequacy of the environmental
qualification:

(1)

The motor tested was only a 20 horsepower, while the recirculation
pump motor is
rated at 350 horsepower.
Design analysis was not
provided to demonstrate that the temperature rise due to motor
operation was similar for the smaller motor tested and for the larger
recirculation pump motor.
The team was concerned because during
the incident phase of the test the motor winding temperatures exceeded
2001C, while the Class F insulation system is only rated for 155'C, if
the temperature rise is greater in the larger motor, then the windings
may experience a correspondingly more rapid degradation.

(2)

No similarity was provided to demonstrate that the results of testing
associated with motor bearings can be extrapolated to the much larger
bearings used in the recirculation pump motors.

In summary, the team found the licensee's treatment of check valves to be
contrary to accepted industry practice. During the inspection the team was
informed that the licensing basis for Indian Point unit 2 was that check
valves were passive devices. Therefore, they were assumed not to fail upon
the demand that they change position.
Operating experience suggests that
the failure of check valves to move to their safe position upon demand is
not uncommon and can be expected periodically. The team was concerned that
the licensee's assumption, in spite of substantial operating experience,
contflbuted- to the design weakness identified in the instrument air system
interface.
Similar, examples of reliance upon the successful operation of
single check valves may exist at other interfaces between systems
(Observation 247/88-200-07).

Response to Observation 247/88-200-07
Section 2.2.1

In the early 1970s industry practice was to consider check valves as
passive rather than active devices and industry thinking was in the process
of evolution during this period.
Even though a check valve failure was
classified as an active failure in ANS-51.7/N658,
"Single Failure Criteria
for PWR Fluid Systems" in 1976, SECY-77-439 which was issued in 1977,
explicitly defined a passive failure to be " --- the failure of a simple
check valve to move to its
position when required
was
brought to the attention of the Inspection team, however, it is not noted
in the inspection report.
-".SECY-77-439

The reference to.ASD4E Section XI is inappropriate as ASME Section XI does
not represent the design code for IP-2. The use of check~valves within the
current IP-2 design is fully in accord with 10 CFR 50.55(a) "Codes and
Standards".
Adherence to 10 CFR 50.55(a) Appendix A, "General Desig
Criteria", was originally evaluated during the original licensing process
for the plant and again in 1980 as a result of a submittal pursuant to the
NRC Confirmatory Order of February 11,
1980.
None of these reviews
identified a design weakness related to check vralves.
Ne'vertheless, Con Edison concurs that reliance upon single check valves
should be reconsidered. This is highly dependent upon the function of the
check valve, the availability of alternate components and systems which can
be relied upon as a backup, as well as whether deterioration of check valve
performance would be observable in normal operation. Thus, Con Edison will
undertake a review of the application of single check valves within safety
related systems and evaluate the consequences of potential failures.
Con
Edison views such a program as an enhancement to the current acceptable
design. Therefore the fact that this study will proceed over a period of
time is acceptable.
Response to section 2.2.1.1
The basic concepts set forth in or response to Section 2.2.1 apply to this
section as well.
Accordingly, we do not concur with the comment that the
modification was approved and installed without recognition or compensation
for safety concerns.
The design is in accord with the single failure
criterion applicable to IP-2.

It should be further noted that a manual valve exists within the design
which can be utilized for the purpose of isolation.
more than sufficient
air inventory exists to achieve isolation via this means.
In this
instance, use of a single check is a perfectly acceptable design even if
the design philosophy expressed in
the inspection report were to be
adopted.
Response to Section 2.2.1.2
The basic concepts set forth in our response to Section 2.2.1 also apply to
this section.
The acceptability of a single check valve will be included
in the long term evaluation program.

.- ,

.

Observation
Components

247/88-200-08, Service

Water

System;

Non

Safety-Related

Section 2.2.2

The licensee provided the team a preliminary evaluation of the Indian Point
Unit 3, 1987 safety system outage modifications inspection on January 14,
1988.
This assessment addressed an NRC concern that, like Indian Point
Unit 3, the Unit 2 service water pumps may not provide adequate flow to
essential heat loads, assuming worst-case failure of nonsafety-related
devices.
During normal plant operation, required service water flow to
essential heat loads is maintained.by throttling various control valves.
With the exception of the flow control valves on the outlet of the diesel
generator coolers, and the temperature control valves on the fan cooler unit
outlet, which receive safety injection signals to open, all other c ontrol
valves
have
nonsafety-related
control
devices.
Should
these
nonsafety-related valves fail open, -minimum service *water f low to the
essential heat loads may be compromised.
To prevent this situation at
Indiahi Point Unit 2, the licensee had considered a short-term solution of
manually controlling some nonsafety-related. control valves.
This action
was not implemented through procedure changes because the. licensee's
preliminary analysis determined that at a service water temperature of
approximately 73 0 F, and with manual bypass valve SWT-2 closed, the fully
open position of the control valves would not result in deficient flow
rates to the essential components.
The team's review of this analysis
(Technical Support/Nuclear Fuel
Analysis,
Impact of PCT-1179/TCV-1102 Going Fully Open i 'n Turbine Oil
Cooling Service Water, dated February 8,- 1988) determined that the
calculation was not complete.
The analysis did not address all potential
paths for diverting' service water flow from essential heat loads.. For
example, the flow model did not include flow paths through the feedwater
pump and turbine lubricating oil coolers and the instrument air compressor
cooling water heat exchangers. The analysis only considered the failure of
two valves: pressure control valve PCV-1179 for the turbine oil coolers,
and temperature control valve TCV-1102 for the turbine oil coolers.
In
addition,
the analysis did not determine through calculation that the
resultant flow to a specific essential heat load,
assuming a maximum
acceptable river water temperature,
would be adequate.
Instead, the
licensee made a qualitative evaluation based on their analysis that the
resultant SW flow to essential heat loads presently would be adequate
because flow requirements at present river water temperature of 45 0 F is
much lower than the flow requirements at 85 0 F.
However,
the team noted
that a more quantitative analysis needs to be performed in order to verify
that the resultant flow would not be a concern at any river water
temperature below 850 F.

With the service water temperature low during the winter and spring, the
consequences of nonsafety-related devices failing open and potentially
starving safety-related heat loads was considered small based upon a
qualitative judgment.
The point where these qualitative arguments become
unreasonable was not known.
This issue should be resolved before river
temperatures approach their sumimertime values (Observation 247/88-200-08).

Response to Observation 247/88-200-08
As a result of the issue raised in the preliminary evaluation of the Indian
Point Unit 3, 1987 safety system outage modification inspection and in
addition to the short term resolution noted in Section 2.2.2 of the
inspection report, a detailed analytical evaluation was performed of the
Service Water System (SWS) capability for a LOCA coincident with loss of
offsite power, single active failure of a service water pump, and failure
of non-safety control valves.
The issue has been whether adequate flow to safety-related heat loads would
be supplied by the essential header of the Service Water System alone.
This further reduces to the capability of two service water pumps to
provide adequate
flow to the fan cooler units and emergency diesel
generator coolers.
This would include the effect of non-safety grade
turbine oil cooler control valves PCV-1179 and TCV-1102, going full open
due to failure of their non safety-related control devices.
In addition,
the fan cooler units and emergency diesel generator control valves receive
safety injection signals to fully open. Additional service water flows to
all other equipment serviced by the essential header were also considered.
An analysis was performed using a hydrodynamic computer model of 'the
essential service water header. The model was developed based on the most
current
drawings,
andplant
test
data
regarding
compohent/equipment performance characteristics where available. With this
tool, the conditions stipulated above were simulated, with results that
confirmed that the essential header 'could pr~ovide adequate flow for
essential heat loads, even with a 7% degraded condition imposed on both SW
pumps with a river water temperature of 850 F.
.as-built

The ability of the non-essential header to supply adequate flow to the
component cooling heat exchangers post-LOCA. with only one of the three
non-essential service water pumps operating was 'further enhanced through
additional
specific
emergency
operating
procedure
(EOP)
changes.
Specifically,, the non-essential header branchlines to non-safety related
loads (ie,
electrical generator cooling, screen wash, etc.) are manually
isolated by closing FCV-1111 and 1112 and SWN-4 and 5 prior to the manual
switchover to the recirculation mode of long-term post-LOCA recovery. This
effectively dedicates the non-essential header flow to the component
cooling heat exchangers thereby assuring that the safety function is
satisfied.
Also assessed was the capability of the Service Water System to support
safety-related loads under a seismic event.
For the essential header of
the SWS, the concern is assuring an adequate supply of service water to the
emergency diesel generator coolers subsequent to this event,
if
the
non-seismic portions of the essential header were assumed to fail and fan
cooler unit temperature control valves TCV 1103, 1104 and 1105 were to go
full open due to loss of instrument air.
The failure mode simulated for
the non-seismic SWS piping was a complete severance of the 10" line, just
downsteam of valves SWN 6 and 7, which provides cooling water to the
turbine lube oil coolers.
The results confirmed that the SW essential
header could provide adequate flow to the EDG coolers for an inlet SWS
water temperature of 850 F.

The major safety related loads served by the non-essential header are the
component cooling (CCW)
heat exchangers.
Under a seismic scenario a
postulated rupture of the 16" line downstream of valves FCV 1111 and 1112
could also be postulated to occur and this could have an impact on SWS
supply to the CCW heat exchangers.
However,
the safety related loads
served by the Component Cooling System are not sensitive to degraded
cooling conditions.
Adequate
time exists to manually isolate
the
non-seismic lines from the seismic lines.
Accordingly procedural changes
have been implemented to close FCV 1111 and 1112.
During the Summer of 1988 the capability
function with SWS inlet temperature of
acceptable.

of the
900 F

-was

SWS

and CCW System to
assessed and found

S

Observation 247/88-200-09, Reactor Coolant Sample Heat Exchanger
Section 2.2.5
In the original design of the CCW system the pressurizer liquid sample, the
pressurizer steam sample, and the reactor coolant sample heat exchangers
were protected from overpressurization by relief valve RV-816 set at 150
psi.
However, the as-installed design has no overpressure protection for
the reactor coolant sample heat exchanger. The team was informed that the
reactor coolant sample heat exchanger was moved as part of a modification
for post-accident sampling.
When it was moved away from the other heat
exchangers and the overpressure protection of RV-816, the need for
overpressure protection was inadvertently omitted. During the inspection,
the licensee initiated action to administratively lock open valves A-60,
4270, and either 4271 or 4272, to prevent possible damage due to
overpressurization.
The lic ensee also stated that to establish permanent
protection,
a modification procedure 'would
be initiated to install a
thermal relief valve during the next outage of sufficient duration
(Observation 247/88-w200-09).
Response to Observation,247/88-200-09
The observation
placed

in

effect

is

correct

as stated.

to preclude closure of

Administrative
the referenced

controls have been
isolation valves.

Observation 247/88-200-10, Methodology for Retention of Calculations

Section 2.2.6.1
Engineering Procedure OP-290-l,
Section 5.16, Preparation and Review of
Design and Engineering Analyses, dated March 14, 1986, requires that copies
of approved analyses be collected by the Discipline Engineer and filed in
the Project Record File.
*Despite this requirement, the team found few
calculations in the project file and no mechanism to track which
calculations were in those files (e.g., no calculation indices).
For example, modification MvMS82-l5359-00,, Replacement of Component Cooling
Water Heat Exchangers, replaced the existing heat exchangers with new heat
exchangers specified to have the same design features as the original heat
exchangers.
Accordingly, the new heat exchangers were specified withg
service water inlet temperature of 750 F and a heat removal rate of 31.4x10
BTU/hr.
However, the maximum river water inlet temperature per the plant
design basis is now 85 0 F.
The project file did not *contain a calculation
to confirm the adequacy of heat exchanger performance at the higher service
wate?' temperature.
However, during the inspection the licensee produced
two undated and uncontrolled calculations titled "Component Cooling Heat
Exchanger Performance"
and "Calculation of RHR Design Parameters ,and
Ca pacity During the Recirculation Phase." These calculations were prepared
to correct FSAR Table 6.2-6 in the 1982/83 time period. These uncontrolled
calculations were not reviewed in detail by the team but appeared to
support the ability of the heat exchangers to perform at 850 F.'
Based on NRC experience at other facilities, the control scheme employed by
the licensee can result in their failure to perform required calculations
and fosters excessive reliance of engineering judgment in lieu of their
performing detailed calculations. -In general, calculations controlled in a
central location and'easily retrievable by the design engineers has -been
found to be a better control scheme in that calculations can be used and
updated as modifications are made.
In a number of instances the team was informed that plant age and the
turn-key nature of its design and construction were to blame for the lack of
system-specif ic calculations.
The team noted that other facilities with
backgrounds similar to those at Indian Point Unit 2 tend to have' more
system-specific calculations performed by the utility or its
engineering
agent as modifications are made.
The lack of these calculations 'suggested
that a basis for some modified design attributes might not exist. The team
was concerned that the licensee's weak control scheme contributes to a
general'lack of traceability from design input through to design output and
to an inability to determine the design bases of systems or components
(Observation 247/88-200-10).

Response to Observation 247/88-200-10

Section 2.2.6.1
We acknowledge that the current system with respect to the retrieval of
calculations can be improved, and that the turn-key nature of the plant has
led to difficulties in establishing the design bases of systems.
This
need for improvement had been identified prior to the NRC inspection team
visit.
As explained to the NRC team, Con Edison has implemented a design
basis program to reconstitute the design parameters reflecting the basis
for the plant configuration.
one of the Contractors in this program has
the separate responsibility to index the Engineering Department's project
file records including calculations, into a computerized system. This will
enhance calculation retrieval. As part of this effort a listing of missing
or unverified calculations will be compiled.
This, listing will be
addressed by the cognizant Con Edison Engineering organization with the
objective of correcting the deficiencies by the end of 1989.
All new
calculations generated by the Design Bases Program will be in accord with
the new-calculation index system.
All calculations will be retrievable
either by system or modification.

